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DEPARTMENT OF TRANSPORTATION

Federal Aviation Administration

14 CFR Part 91

(Docket No. 24722; Amdl9l-2131

RIN 2l2G-AB04

Night-Visual Flight Rules Visibility and
Distance From Clouds Minimums

AGENCY: Federal Aviation
Administration [FAA), DOT.
ACTION: Final rule.

SUMMARY; This final rule establishes
standard visibility and cloud clearance
minimums for night-visual flight rules
(VFR) operations. Except for helicopter
operations in uncontrolled airspace and
fixed-wing operations in a closed traffic
pattern in uncontrolled airspace, these
minimums apply to su.ch operations
regardless of whether the operation is
conducted in controlled or uncontrolled
airspace. The FAA originated this
rulemaking effort as a result of a
recommenda tion of a nongovernmental
aviation safety panel. This panel's
recommendation sought to reduce the
incidence of fatal aircraft accidents
associated with'VFR flights in
instrument flight rules (IFR) conditions
while in uncontrolled airspace. Such
accidents have occurred under the
visibility and cloud criteria of the
existing rule.
EFFECTIVE DATE: November 13, 1989.
FOR FURTHER INFORMATION COt4TACT:
Mr. Robert Laser, Air Traffic Rules
Branch, ATO-230, Federal Aviation
Administration. 800 Independence
Avenue. SW., Washington DC. 20591,
telephone (202) 267-9251.
SUPPLEMENTARY INFORMATION:

Background

Prompting the FAA to initiate
rulemaking on this aspect was 8 report
by a nongovernmental aviation safety
group, the General Aviation Safety
Panel [GASP). Members of the panel
making this recommendation
represented the following
organiz8tions-
Baker Flying Service;
Piper Aircraft Corporation;
U.S. Aviation Underwriters. Inc.;
Flying Magazine;
Flight Safety Foundation, Inc.;
Air Traffic Control Association;
Avionics Engineering Center;
Aircraft Owners and Pilots Association;
The Upjohn Company;
Experimental Aircraft Association. Inc.;
Aircraft Owners and Pilots Association

Air Safety Foundation;
Flight Safety International, Inc.; and

Business and Commercial Aviation
Magazine.
The panel's report, in part, stated that

a major cause of fatal aircraft accidents
is a pilot's continued flight under VFR
into adverse weather conditions. The
panel reported further that in the vast
majority of such accidents the failure or
inability to follow IFR procedures was
present and that over half of those
accidents occurred during night-VFR
flight. The full texl of this report, entitled
"Final Report of an Informal Panel on
General Aviation Safety Submitted to J.
Lynn Helms, FAA Administrator," is in
the regulatory docket associated with
this rulemaking action and may be
reviewed there by interested parties.

The FAA's analysis of pertinent safety
data supported the panel's report and
recommendation. In issui Notice No.
85-14 [50 FR 30124: July 23, 1985 ,t e

endorsed the panel's
recommendation and proposed to
amend Section 91.105 of the Federal
Aviation Regulations [FAR) [14 CFR Part
91) to establish standard visibility and
cloud clearance minimums for all night
VFR operations except for helicopter
operations in uncontrolled airspace.
Under that proposal. the reduced
minimums applicable to VFR flight in
uncontrolled airspace would be
eliminated.

Discussion of Comments

The following aviation organizations
supported the proposal without any
reservation:
Air Transport Association of America (ATA,.)
National Business Aircraft Association. Inc.

(NBAA)
Experimental Aircraft Association (EAA)
Air Line Pilots Association (ALPA)
Business and Commercial Aviation. White

Plains. NY
General Aviation Manufacturers Association

(GAMA)

Several aviation organizations agreed
with the proposal and offered additional
recommendations. Such
recommendations were made by the
following commenters:
Star Aviation, Spearfish. SO
Aircraft Owners and Pilots Association

(AOPA)
Civil Aviation Authority (CAA) (United

Kingdoml
Helicopter Association International (HAl)
Hynes Aviation Industries. Inc. (HAIl),

Frederick, OK

Star Aviation, while agreeing with the
proposal, suggested that the FAA allow
instrument qualified pilots to operate
aircraft at night within 50 nautical miles
of their base of operation provided
visibility is at least 1 statute mile and
the ceiling is 500 feet or higher. The FAA
agrees with Star Aviation's imp1ication

that an IFR-current pilot should have no
difficulty in transitioning from VFR
flight to flight under IFR. However,
nothing in the proposal would prohibit
such an occurrence. For example.
regardless of the established minimum
visibility for night·VFR flight, an IFR
current pilot, when operating in
uncontrolled airspace under VFR and
when encountering instrument
meteorological conditions (IMC) in
uncontrolled airspace, would simply
change his/her cruising altitude from
that required for VFR flight to that
required for IFR flight. The reverse of
this situation would be true also: Le" if
that same pilot would again encounter
visual meteorological conditions (VMC)
while in uncontrolled airspace, he/she
would simply change from an IFR
cruising altitude to a VFR-cruising
altitude. In neither of these situations
would the pilot be required to obtain an
air traffic control (ATC) clearance. Only
when the pilot entered controlled
airspace and encountered !MC would
the pilot be required to obtain an ATC
clearance, This would be true regardless
of the adoption of the minimum visibility
and cloud clearance distances proposed
in Notice 85-14.

The HAl, while in general agreement
with the proposal, made an editorial
suggestion. HAl recommended that the
statement "except as provided in
paragraph (b) and in § 91.107" be
retained in the revised table in
paragraph (a). The FAA agrees that a
similar phrase is currently in that table
and could continue to be used for other
purposes, such as when that table is
taken out of context and used as a
stand-alone illustration, However, since
§ 91.107 applies only to special VFR
(SVFR) operations and such operations
are permitted only in certain control
zones. the inclusion of a reference to
§ 91.107 in the table in § 91.105(a) would
be inappropriate. Therefore, the FAA
has partially adopted the HAl
recommendation and has revised the
table in § 91.105(al to note the
exceptions in § 91.105(bj.

Both the HAl and HAIl conditioned
their concurrence with the proposal on
the assumption that the proposed rule
would not change any provision
currently available to helicopters.
Further examination of the proposal, in
regard to proposed § 91.105[bj, revealed
that the provision whereby helicopters
are permitted to operate clear of clouds
in uncontrolled airspl;lce was
inadvertently omitted, Adoption of this
proposal without this provisiQn would
have caused helicopters to be required
to maintain the same distance from .
clouds as fixed-wing aircraft when
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conducting operations below 1,200 feet
in uncontrolled airspace. It was not the
intention of the FAA to propose any
change to § 91.10S pertaining to
helicopters; therefore, the FAA has
modified the proposal to retain the
provision whereby helicopter operations
are permitted to operate clear of clouds
instead of the distance specified in the
notice.

The CAA, in agreeing with the
proposal, suggested that a maximum
speed be specified for helicopters
operating in uncontrolled airspace with
less than 1 mile visibility. CAA also
suggested that a new type of rating be
adopted and issued to pilots who have
demonstrated an ability to operate in
reduced visibilities and distances from
clouds. The FAA notes that the
suggestion concerning a maximum
helicopter speed is heyond the scope of
the notice. In regard to the suggested
new type of rating, the FAA believes
that such a rating already exists-an
instrument rating. which permit3 an IFR
current pilot to operate in
meteorological conditions less than
currently required for operations
conducted under VFR.

While expressing general agreement
with the proposal, AOPA suggested that
operations conducted under VFR in
uncontrolled airspace within a closed
airport traffic paltern should be
permitted to continue to operate under
the provisions of the current rule. This.
AOPA stated, would allow pilota to
maintain currency and proficiency in
night takeoffs and landings per
§ 61.S7(d). Further, it is AOPA's opinion
that a pilot operating in a closed pattern.
within one-half mile of the runway, at
traffic pattern airspeeds. is able to
maintain contact with the landing
environment and avoid any objects by
an adequate safety margin. Another
commenter shared this opinion, but
added that many of these operations are
conducted by IFR-current pilots in IFR
equipped aircraft.

The FAA agrees with AOPA that
safety can be maintained in a closed
traffic pattern of an airport in
uncontrolled airspace when the pilot can
maintain visual contact with the landing
environment. Operations in an airport
traffic pattern within one-half mile of
the runway should enable the pil~t to
maintain such visual contact and be in a
position to land immediately should the
meteorological conditions deteriorate.
Accordingly, the FAA has modified the
proposed rule to permit operations in a
closed traffic pattern within one-half
mile of the runway provided such
operations are conducted with at least 1

mile visibility and the aircraft remains
clear of clouds.

One commenter. objecting to the
proposal, suggested that changing the
regulation would not solve the problem
but that belter education of pilots
would. Objecting to the proposal,
another COItlmenter suggested that the
FAA consider increasing the instrument
proficiency requirement for a private
pilot certificate. This comrnenter also
stated that additional recurrent'training
should be required for private pilots.
However. neither of these commenters
provided any suggestion as to the kind
or extent of training that should be
required. In any regard, the FAA
believes that the current rules
associated with night-VFR flight
currency and general pilot proficiency
are adequate and promote safety.
Further, the FAA is of the belief that the
rule as adopted will require that pilots
be more cognizant of the actual
meteorological conditions when
planning night-VFR operations.

One of the commenters. in objecting
to the proposal, stated that there would
be a negative impact on many operators
arriving or departing airports in
uncontrolled airspace because Dlany of
these airports do not have adequate
radio or telephone communications for
obtaining an IFR clearance or cancelling
an IFR flight plan. An IFR operation in
uncontrolled airspace does not require a
flight plan, nor does it require an IFR
clearance. Therefore. radio or telephone
communications required for IFR flight
in controlled airspace is unnecessary for
an airport in uncontrolled airspace.

There were several other commenters
that objected to the proposal on the
grounds that the rule would impact their
operation in some way.

The"AA has considered all of the
comments received and. except for the
suggestions adopted thai modify the
proposal. believes that the potential
safety benefits of the pruposal far
outweigh any potential impacts which
may result from the implementation of
this rule.

Federalism Determination

The amendment set forth herein
would not have substantial direct effects
on the States. on the relationship
between the National Government and
the States, or on the distribution of
power and responsibilities among the
various levels of government. Therefore.
in accordance with Executive Order
12612, it is determined that sucb a
regulation does not have federalism
implications warranting the preparation
of a Federalism Assessment.

Regulatory Evaluation Summary

Anolysis ofBenefits ond Costs

The primary benefit of the final rule is
potentially fewer accidents, with a
consequential reduction in loss of life
and diminished property damage.
Precise quantification of the benefit is
not feasible because the rule's
effectiveness can be estimated only
roughly. As noted in the General
Aviation Safety Panel report. the
number of general aviation accidents
related to weather conditions is
extremely high, and improved
effectiveness should be a major benefit.

The panel found that 40 percent of
fatal general aviation accidents involved
weather as a cause or factor. with low
ceilings being a leading causal factor in
fatal accidents. For the period 1976 to
1980,60 percent of fatal accidents in
which the pilot bad continued VFR flight
in adverse weather conditions occurred
when the ceiling was 1.000 feet or less.
and only 16 percent occurred when the
ceiling was above 2,000 feet. In 1980, for
example. over 50 percent of such
accidents occurred during darkness.
even though, according to the panel.
only aboutS to 10 percent of VFR flying
by general aviation pilots occurs at
night. In 1977, 2S8 fatal accidents
involving weather as a cause or factor
occurred. The year 1977 is elected as a
typical year for general aviation activity
within the panel's study period of 1976
1980. After adjusting for hour of day,
type of operation and visibility or ceiling
factors, 19 accidents involving 36
fatalities comprised the basis for
estimating the rule's potential benefits.

Effectiveness of the regulation is
difficult to estimate since there may not
be 100 percent compliance with the
current rule. If there is 100 percent
effectiveness of the rule adopted, .
however, and the 1977 history is taken
8S a reasonable approximation of an
average year, then the benefit of the rule
would be approximately $36 million
annually, if only 36 lives could be saved.

The cost of implementing this final
rule is the value of time that travelers
might lose because of deferred,
cancelled, or rescheduled trips.
Calculating this cost requires specific
data, including frequency of trips,
persons aboard (since not only aircraft
hours: but also person hours are
relevant), time lost due to the final rule's
weather standards, and the purposes of
trips (since the purpose of a trip
determines its value).

The final rule affects only VFR
operations in uncontrolled airspace
within the criteria for visibility and
cloud cover. Many operations, such as

. . ..
••
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those in controlled airspace, are not
affected; nor are operations within the
criterion condition for cloud cover when
visibility is 3 miles or more.

Although the FAA has no accurate
count of operations the rule actually will
affect, the panel stated that only 5 to 10
percent of general aviation VFR flights
occur at night. The FAA's data indicates
approximately 3.5 million conditions in .
1983. This number equals approximately
10 percent of total general aviation
flying hours and is the basis for
assuming the number of trips affected.

The 3.5 million night VFR hours are
assumed to account for 1.75 million
trips. and the final rule to affect 10
percent of these trips.

The estimate of cost assumes 8 delay
of 2 hours per trip for each of 2.5 persnns
per trip. the average occupancy of the
major type of piston aircraft likely to be
affected. The FAA values the time of air
travelers at $24 per hour.

The estimated cost to implement the
final rule equals the product of 175,000
trips (X) 2.5 persons per trip (X] 2 hours
delay per trip (Xl $24 per hour, which is
$21 million per year. The estimated
potential benefits exceed the estimated
costs of implementing the final rule.
\Vhile precise numerical estimates of
benefits and costs attributable to the
final rule are not achievable, the FAA
concludes that the estimates are
reliable.

Altitude

Regulatory Flexibility Determination

The small entities potentially affected
by this rule are those businesses which
nperate VFR only, at night, in
uncontrolled airspace. The fmal
regulatory evaluation in the docket
discusses in detail the extent of the
potential economic impact on these
entities. The Federal Aviation
Administration has certified that the
final rule will not have significant
economic impact on a substantial
number of small entities.

Trade Impact Statement

The Federal Aviation Administration
has determined that this resulation will
not have an impact on international
trade because it affects only domestic
operating rules for flights.

Conclusion

For the reasons stated above. the FAA
has determined that this is not a major
regulation 8S defined in Executive Order
12291. The FAA has further determined
that this action is not significant as
defined in Department of Transportation
Regulatory Policies and Procedures (44
FR 11034; February 26, 1979). In addition,
for reasons discussed in the Regulatory
Evaluation Summary. it is certified that
under the criteria of the Regulatory
Flexibility Act this regulation will nol
have a significant economic impact on 8
substantial number of small entities. A

Flight Visibility

full regulatory evaluation has been
placed in the public docket.

List of Subjects in Part 91
Aviation safety, Air traffic control.

Flight visibility, Visual flight rules,
Traffic pattern.

The Amendment

PART 91-GENERAL OPERATING AND
FLIGHT RULES

For the reasons set forth above. part
91, subpart B, of the Federal Aviation
Regulations (14 CFR part 91) is amended
as follows:

1. The Authority citation for Part 91 is
revised to read as follows:

Authority, 49 U.S.C. 1301(7). 1303, 1344,
1348.1352 through 1355, 1401, 1421 (a8
amended by P.L. 100(223). 1422 through 1431.
1471, 1472, 1502, 1510, 1522, and 2121 through
2125; Articles 12, 29, 31, and 32(a) of the
Convention on International Civil Aviation
[61 Stat. 1180); 42 U.S.C. 4321 et seq.: E.O.
11514: P.L. 100-202: 49 U.S.C. l06(S) (Revised
Pub. L. 97--449. January 12. 1983).

2. Section 91.105 is revised to read as
follows:

§ 91.105 Basic VFR weather minimums.
(a) Except as provided in §§ 91.105(b)

and 9il.107, no person may operate an
aircraft under VFR when the fliSht
visibility is less, or at a distance from
clouds that is less than that prescribed
for the corresponding altitude in the
following table:

Distance from clouds

1.200 feet or less above the surface-
Within controlled airspace 3 staMe miles 500 feet below.

1,000 feel above.
2,000 feet horizontal.

Outside controlled airspace:
Day: (except as provided in section 91.105(b)) 1 statute mile Clear of clouds
Night: (except as provided in section 91.105(b» 3 staMe miles 500 feet below.

1,000 feet above.
2,000 feet horizontal.

More than 1,200 feet above the surface but less than 10.000
feet M.3L-

Within controlled airspace _ 3 statute miles _ 500 feet below.
1,000 feet above.
2,000 feet horizontal.

Outside controlled airspace: .
Day .

Nighl. _ ..

More than 1,200 feet above the surface and at or above
10,000 feet MSL

1 statute mile 500 teet below.
1,000 feet above.
2,000 feet horizonta1.

3 statute miles 500 feet below.
1,000 feet above.
2,000 feet horizontal.

5 staMe miles 1,000 feet below.
1,000 feet above.
_{ •_~~ontal.

(b) Inapplicability. Notwithstanding
the provisions of paragraph (a) above,
the following operations may be
conducted outside of controlled airspace
below 1.200 feet above the surface:

(1) Helicopter. When t e visibility is
less than 1 mile during ay bours or less
than 3 miles during ni t hours. 8

helicopter may be op rated clear of
clouds if operated a a speed that allows

the pilot adequate opportunity to see
any air traffic or obstruction in time to
avoid a collision.

(2) Airplane. When the visibility is
less than 3 miles but greater than 1 mile

c.o~'V.

~/t; PR '1'L't~CJj Od·I~.I"te'l
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during night hoW's, an airplane may be
operated clear of clouds if operated in
an airport traffic pattern within one-half
mile of the runway.

Issued in Washington, DC, on September
25.1989.
James B. Busey,
Administrator.
[FR Doc. 89-22990 Filed 9-21Hl9; 8:45 am]
BIL.L1NO CODE 4V1O-13-M

•
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DEPARTMENT OF TRANSPORTATION

Federal Aviation Administration

14 CFR Parta 25 and 121

[Docket No. 25S14; Arndts Nos. 2~9 and
121-2OS1

RIN 212D-AC58

Design Standards for Fuel Tank
Access Covers

AGENCY: Federal Aviation
Administration (FAA), DOT.
aCTION: Final rule.

SUMMARY: This amendment requires
tha t fuel tank access covers on transport
category airplanes be designed to
minimize penetration by likely foreign
objects. and be fire resistant. This
amendment also requires that all turbine
powered airplanes operated in air
carrier service after October 30. 1991
meet these new standards.
EFFECTIVE DATE: October 30, 1989.

FOR FURTHER INFORMATION CONTACT:
Iven D. Connally, Airframe and
Propulsion Branch (ANM-112),
Transport Airplane Directorate. Aircraft
Certification Service. FAA. 17900 Pacific
Highway South, C-$966, Seattle.
Washington, 98168: telephone (206) 431-
2120. "

SUPPLEMENTARV INFORMATION:

Background

These amendments are based on
Notice of proposed rulemaking (NPRM]
No. 88-10, which was published in the
Federal Register on May 23, 1988 (53 FR
18528). The notice proposed to require
that the fueltaak access paaels on
transport category airplanes be designed
to minimize penetration by likely foreign
objects, and be fire resistant. It also
proposed to require all turbine powered
airplanes operated in air carrier service
after October 30, 1991 meet these new
standards. Since then. the terminology
has beea changed from "Access Panels"
to "Access Covers" to more accurately
describe the parts and to avoid
confusion with wing panels.

Several fuel tank access covers have
failed in service due to impact with high
energy objects such as failed tire tread
material and engine debris following
engine failures. The amendments to part
25 will ensure that all access covers on
all fueltaaks are designed or located to
minimize penetration by likely foreign
objects and are fire resistant.

In addition, part 121 is amended to
require that the fuel tank access covers
on all turbine-powered transport
category airplanes used in air carrier
service meet these new standards.

Airplanes powered with reciprocating
engines are not included since service
experience does not indicate that fuel
tank access covers on those airplanes
have been a safety problem.

Discussion of Comments
The public response to the request for

comments on Notice 88-10 was
generally supportive of the new
requirements.

One commenter believes it can be
successfully argued that the present fuel
tank access covers satisfy the general
requirements of the rule since the FAA
has not adopted testing standards for
either impact or fire resistance. The
commenter further states that unless the
amendment is strenghened to require
that the access covers be identical in
material and at least equal to the lower
wing panels with regard to all physical
and thermal properties, the amendment
will fall short of its stated purpose.

Specific rigid standards for impact
resistance were not considered practical
because of the wide range of likely
debris which could impact the fuel tank
access covers.,Th~ size. speed. and
mass of tires vary greatly depending on
the size 'and landing gear con'figuration
of the airplane. Also. the size and energy
level of engine debris, are dependent on
the size. location. and failure mode of
the engine. (Advisory Circular 20-128
and available service history with
airplanes of similar size and
configuration provide guidance in that
regard.) Furthermore. it may not be
practical, or even necessary, to provide
access covers with properties which are
ideatical-to those of the adjacent wing
lower skin panels since the wing panels
usually vary in thickness from station to
station and may. at certain stations,
have impact resistance far in excess of

- that needed for any likely impact. Since
it is not practical to establish specific
testing standards. the phrase. ". • •
minimize penetration and deformation
•••," is used in § 25.983[e)(l). This
means that aD applicant must design
access covers which are resistant to
penetration and deformation to the
greatest extent that is feasible, taking
into account costs and other factors
anticipated in actual service. It would,
of course, not be considered feasible to
design the access covers to be more
impact resistant than the nominal
impact resistance of the surrounding
wing surfaces.

Although the proposed rule does not
dictate the specific means to show that
the fuel tank access covers "minimize
penetration and deformation," an
applicant would probably choose to do
so by testing covers using debris of a
type, size. trajectory. and velocity that

represent conditions anticipated in
actual service for the airplane model
involved. This would include
consideration of available materials,
construction methods. and attachment
methods, as well as the resistance of the
surrounding surfaces to penetration and
deformation.

Under the provisions of Airworthiness
Directive [AD) 87-{)~7 [52 FR 518:
January 7. 1987), operat~rs of Boeing
737-100 and 737-200 series airplanes are
required to replace existing access
covers located within the engine debris
strike zone with improved covers which
are more resistant to impact. (This
proposed rule would require
replacement of any other fuel taak
access covers on airplanes of these
models that are subject to tire debris
damage.) Airworthiness Directive 88
12-10 (54 FR 23843: June 2, 1989) requires
Similar replacement of the access covers
of Boeing 747 airplanes. The redesigned
covers required to comply with those
ADs are specified thicknesses of

. aluminum plate. Those are examples of
access covers which "minimize"
penetration and deformation.

"Fire resistant" is used as the
standard for resistance of the access
covers to flame penetration because it is
already defined in Part 1 of the Federal
Aviation Regulations [FAR) and is well
understood by the aircraft industry.

The FAA does not concur that all fuel
tank access covers of transport category
airplanes presently in service will meet
the new standards with regard to either
impact resistance or fire resistance.
While it is correct that many of these
airplanes have no fuel tank access
covers located in areas which are
vulnerable to fiveor debris impact, there
are others in service which do have
covers which are located in such areas
and are not designed to "minimize"
penetration and deformation. as
described above.

Several commenters question the
accuracy of the cost analysis. They
believe that the total number of access
covers which must be replaced is less
than the number quoted in the cost
analysis and that many of those have
already been replaced. They also'state,
on the other hand, that the actual cost
per cover is much higher than that
quoted in the analysis.

Subsequent to the completion of the
regulatory evaluation for this final rule.
one commenter provided a late estimate
of the cost of the required replacement
access covers. The FAA reviewed the
additional data and found that 'there
may be a small additional cost which
would not substantially affect the
conclusion of the regulatory estimate.
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The commcnter:s estimate cf the number
of affected airplanes is not relevant to
the proposed'amendment to Part 121'
cecause it adaresses·tlie numbel"ofl
airplanes in'opcration worlClwide'ratlier
than those operated by U.S. air carriers ;
under the provisions of part 121-

The cost analysis'has'been reviewe~

in light.of the comments received~Due to
the many variable factors involved, the
actual cost may vary somewhat.
Nevertheless, the FAA:: considers the
analysis to be witliin ilie range of
accuracy necessary to show the'overall
cost impact of this rule.

One commenter rc-quests tlie two.
years compliance period tie extended'to
five years to. coincide with an~operatbr's

extended check of the intl!matfuell
tanks.

The FAA considers'that a compliam:e
period of two years from the effective
date of this amendmenb:is adequate.
considering the'enent of coordination!
with the industny'in'deve1bping this'rule
and the modifications alreadyl
accomplished,on,the Mbdel 737'llnder
the'requirements"af,AirwoIlthiness.
Directive [AD) 87~~7. Rurthermore.
the.commenter nrD;v1ded'no1evidence
thabcompliance prior to/the next clieak
of the internal.fuel tank..w.ould,pcesenh
an uridue hardship.

Several commenters be1iev.a-that the
proposed rwe is vague.as to whicli
airplanes and woicH covers on tliose
airplanes would have to be retrofitted.
Also"they believethat.lheJikely,strike
areas are not..adeqp.ately definel:L

.A:s discussed above, oecause ofilie
Ulrge-numlier.oLreU~vantfactors. the.
FAA has d~termined:tIiat:it.i••not
possible to establish specific oBjective
criteria to define. the term,"minimize" in
the proposaL.};Iowever;,based on .
analy'ses of service experience..the FAA
has detennihed·that currently,'
certificated.Boeins:.m·odel aifRUmes"db.
not "ininimize" penetration:and
deformation. All turbine powered
transportlcaU~goryairplane) must lie
assessed fur possilile'retrofitlwith new
covers. Covers located wi-thin the strike,
zone from engine or auxiliary, power unit
debriSi as definedlin ~d\ri50ry'Ciroular

2~128. ITesign·<l:onsiiierations'f'Or
Minimizing r-r«zards €aused bl'
Uncontained Turbine-Rngine and!
Auxiliary Power, Unit'Rbtor and'Fan
Blad"e.FailUEes. andlcoversllo.cated\
within the strike zone from tire
fragments must meet the new
requirements. For the purpose,of
showing,compliance with.this.rule.,
access cover:s located within 15 degrees,
of the plane of rotation of'any tire must
meet the new requirements. Minor
editorial changes have been made in
this regard.

Regulato"l' Evaluation Summary'

Six· comments which specifically
addres,.the costs and'benefils of this'
rulemaKing were submitted 10 the FAA
by air carriers, andJrepresentatLve"air
canier and1manufncturer industry
organizations, following publication of
Notice 8ll-10: Tlie FAA has revised its
evaluation of the costs nndJbenefits of'
this rulemaking-in'response to tHese
comments_

Costs
The/initial'regulatory evaluation of

Notice 8~10 projected that 26.812
access covers, at s material'cost of $210
and1an'ihstallation cost of $270 per
cover, would require replacement in the
current fleet of Boeing- airplanes'subject
to part 121 of IDe Fild~ral Aviation
Regulations [FAA]: Total costs'were
projected to be $12.9·million.

Several commenters suggest that
these initial proj~ct1ons underestimate
the, total cost ofcover replacement: One
cornmenter states iliat fbel tanK access
covers cost'$591 each. Another
commenter. representing aerospace
manufacfurers•.provides a range or
manwacturer-suRplied.cost estimates!
for retrofitting indilridual'types 01
airp'Iane. ACGordfug to this commenter.
the projected cost of retrofit Kits ranges
from $3,300 for a.Boeing.ModeJ:727•.with
2 covers requiring replacement, to
$36,200 for s Boeing Model 707; with 18·
cov.ers reqpiring replacement. TJrese'
estimates can.be.recalculated to·.show.
iliat the material COlt per..acceS8 cover
wiILrang~ from.$llOO foo a,Boeing Model,
7.67.to.$2,OOO.for a Boeins'Model'707. and
averagp.$1,500.{or tha totaLaffented.fleet
of aiI1llanea. (Althougb the commenla"
also cited.the.cost of retrofitting a
Boeing ModeL7.20. it is aotually
irrelevant because no airplanes of. thar
model remain in.U.S: air carI1ier service.)

Since·the'latten cost, estimates are
provided ny.lhe manufacturer 'of the
affected1airplanes, and p'roj~t the cost
of replacement,covers that,ha.....e been
designed'and.are.in'llooduGtion.the FA!A
concurs with these estimates and,has
revised its cost analysis accordingly.

Revised compliance cast'estimates for
the fmal rule are $19.7 million in 1988
dollars. and $17.1 million discounted.
present value (emplbying a 10 percent
discount rate).

Additional assumptions_cmplbyed·in
this analysis include the following:

• This rul",will.affect.2,2Z5.Boeing
airpHmes in Rart 1~ service..

• Retrofit costs will'be~incurr.ed.over

a two year period following the effective
date of this rule.

• Manufacturer-supplied estimates of
required labor hours range from 14 on

the Boeing Model727 to 30 on. the Model
701_ In this analysis, aircraft mechanio
labor hours are valued at $35 per hour,

The FAA aCKnowledges concerns
expressed by some commenters that the
initial regulator.y evaluation of Notice
~10 may nave overestimated the
number of. access cov.ers requiring'
replacement.{28,812.co"ersj.In.this
analysis orthe final rule. the FAAhss
employed.ilia manufacturel'supplied'
estimates.of the number of access
covers requiring replacement on eaah
affected airpIaoe iyRe [;).2.358 oovers): It
must be noted' that these projections
represent a worst-oase-scenario; Tohe
totaLcosts may be even lower Wan,
estimated for this rmal role because.
fewer covers may require replacement,
in actual practie'e.

The FAA disagrees with tHe concern
eX!pressed by commenter.s·that. the two
year'complianoe period will force air
caIT-ieFS·to,pull their airpHmes ouror
service, thus inourrJ.ngladditibnallbst.
oppor.runity;cosUIl Since replacement
covers are a1read}Pin'prorliu3tibn. a~lacl(o

of available parts should:not b.,.a faelbr
in preventihg-Gsrriers from meeting the
compliance deadline. Furthermore; Ihe'
FM,expects tHaVlhe mendatedlreti'oflts.
can1easi!y lie accomplisHed during an<
aircraft's reg)liil.ly-scheduled·"€"~cHecR

maintenance and1fuspection'period.

Benefits.

Several commentl!rs indicare'that'the
FANs initliil1regulatory'evalbation
overestimates tHe-benefinr ohHis
rulemaking. Tlie FAA disagrees witfu
these comments. Although penetrations,
of fuel ta~ access covers oy'fareign~
objeots or debri&-bave caused only. ODe
catastrophic"aceHlent iil ilie la-st 20
years. tHe 198!fIfoeihg Model.737. crasli
in Manchester. Ehg!and'[willi 55.
fatalities); IDe RAA: liss identified a.total
of 2'1 incii::Hmts ofaccess cover
penetration&duriilg that period: If such
incidents continue to occur, tlie
probability remains thalJailure of an.
access cover.. to contain suclita striRe
could,result'·in tHe loss aran airplane.
and its passengers. This anaJY.,sis
therefore estimates Benefits oLreqlJ--iring
installation of penetration and fire·
resistant fuel tank-access covers based
on the prevention orone.such incident.

In the FAA's final regulato"l'
evaluation of these BmendmentSl
expected benefits.remain as estimated,
in the initial regulatory·evaluation:.A.
minimum of $29.0 million·h:H8count~d.

present value), based on the probability
of preventing at Jeast one accident over
the next 20 years of a magnitude similar
to the Manchester accident.
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PART 25-AIRWORTHINESS
STANDARDS: TRANSPORT
CATEGORY AIRPLANES

PART 121-CERTIFICATION AND
OPERATIONS: DOMESTIC, FLAG, AND
SUPPLEMENTAL AIR CARRIERS AND
COMMERCIAL OPERATORS OF
LARGE AIRCRAFT

Adoption of the Amendments

Accordingly. parts 25 and 121 of the
Federal Aviation Regulations (FARJ, 14
CFR parts 25 and 121. are amended as
follows;

1. The authority citation for part 25
continues to read as follows:

Authority, 49 U.S.C. 1344. 1354(a). 1355.
1421.1423,1424. 142!j. 1428. 1429. 1430: 49
U.S.C. 106[8) (Revised Pub. L. 97-449. Jaouary
12.1983): snd 49 CFR 1.47(a).

2. By amending § 25.963 by adding
paragraph (eJ to read as follows;

§ 25.963 Fuel tanks: general.

•

•

•

•

•

•
(e) Fuel tank access covers must

comply with the following criteria in
order to avoid loss of hazardous
quantities of fuel,

(1) All covers located in an area
where experience or analysis indicates
a strike is likely must be shown by
analysis or tests to minimize penetration
and deformation by tire fragments. low
energy engine debris, or other likely
debris.

(2) All covers must be fire resistant as
defined in part 1 of this chapter.

3. The authority citation for part 121
continues to read as follows:

Authority, 49 U.S.C. 1354(a). 1355. 1356.
1357,1401.1421-1430.1472. 1485. and 1502; 49
U.S.C. 106(8) (Revised. Pub. L. 97-449, Jsnuary
12,1983). 49 CFR 1.47(s).

4. By amending part 121 by adding a
new § 121.316 to read as follows,

§ 121.316 Foell.nk..
Each turbine powered transport

category airplane operated after
October 30. 1991. must meet the
requirements of § 25.963(e) of this
Chapter in effect on October 30. 1989.

Issued in Washington. DC. on September
25.1989.
Jemes B. Busey.
Administrator_
[FR Doc. 89-22988 Filed 9-28-89; 8:45 9.m)
BilliNG COO£: IIן300'-4010

approximately 82 air carriers that own
airplanes subject to Part 121, and two
carriers which operate a total of nine or
fewer aircraft. Of these 82 operators,
only 20 (less than one-thirdJ, operate
with at least one of the Boeing airplanes
affected by this flUal rule.

The FAA therefore estimates that this
final rule will not have an adverse
economic impact on 8 substantial
number of small entities.

The FAA has not identified a positive
economic impact on a substantial
number of sman entities. The only small
entities that could benefit economically
from this rule are manufacturers of
replacement panels. The best available
information suggests that fewer than
eleven outside suppliers would be
contracted by Boeing to produce the
required access covers.

Federalism Implications

The regulations adopted herein would
not have substantial direct effects on the
states, on the relationship between the
nationalgovemment and the states, or
on the distribution of power and
responsibilities among the various levels
of government. Therefore, in accordance
with Executive Order 12612, it is
determined that this final rule will not
have sufficient federalism implications
to warrant the preparation of a
Federalism Assessment.

ConclusiOn

For the reasons given earlier in the
preamble, the FAA has determined that
this is not a-major regulation as defined
in Executive Order 12291. In addition,
the FAA certiftes that this rule does not
have a significant economic impact.
positive or negative. on a substantial
number of small entities under the
criteria of the Regulatory Flexibility Act.
since none are affected. Since the
regulatory document concerns a matter
on which there is substantial public
interest. the FAA has determined that
this document is significant as defined
in Department of Transportation
Regulatory Policies and Procedures (44
FR 11034; February 26. 1979).

List of Subjects

14 CFR Port·25

Air·transportation, Aircraft, Aviation
safety. Safety.

14 CFR-Port 121

Aviation safety. Safety, Air carriers.
Air transportation. Aircraft. Airplanes,
Flammable materials, Transpor-tation,
.Common carriera.

Based on this analysis. the FAA
believes this rule to be cost-effective:
the minimum expected benefit of $29.0
miUion·(discounted present value)
exceeds the expected C<?st of $17.1
million (discounted present value) by
approximately $11.9 million.

International Trade Impact Assessment

This amendment will have little or no
impact on trade for both U.S. firms doing
business in foreign countries and foreign
ftrms doing business in the United
States.

There will be no advantage with
respect to future type designs for
airplanes manufactured either in the
United States or foreign countries, since
U.S. certification rules are applicable to
both foreign and domestic
manufacturers selling aircraft in the
United States.

With respect to existing designs, the
disadvantage to U.S. air carriers vis-a
vis foreign carriers is minimal because
the ~ost of compliance is a relatively
small amount for most airplanes. Only 9
percent of the affected airplanes are
expected to require one-time
expenditures greater than $16,000 per
airplane. Boeing Model 727's,
representiIig 54 percent of the affected
airplanes. will require total expenditures
of less than $4,000 per airplane.
Furthermore, it is common for foreign
airworthiness authorities to adopt
regulations similar to those issued by
the Federal Aviation Administration.
Therefore, it is possible that foreign
operators of Boeing airplanes will be
required to modify their airplanes as
well.

Regulotory Flexibility Determinotion

The Regulatory Flexibility Act of 1980
(RFA) was enacted by Congress to
ensure that small entities are not
unnecessarily and disproportionately
burdened by government regulations.
The RFA requires government agencies
to review rules which may have "a
significant economic impact on 8

substantial number of small entities."
FAA Order 2100.14 defines a

"substantial number of small entities"
8S more than one-third. and no fewer
than eleven. of the small entities subject
to the proposed rule. The order also.
indicates that an operator owning nine
or fewer aircraft for hire is considered to
be a "small entity:'

This final role.has a cost impact only
on air carriers which operate airplanes
under ParU21 of the Federal Aviation
Regulations. The FAA has identified

-.
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